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Dakshinapatheshwara Pulakeshi

After the death of Kirtivarman, his son Pulakesin II was too young to rule, so his

uncle Mangalesa, held sway as regent. But when Pulakesi came of age, Mangalesa

did not hand over the kingdom to his nephew and wanted to grab it permanently.

Thereupon, Pulakesin II gathered the army, defeated & killed his uncle in the battle & proclaimed himself king in 609 CE.

He emerged as the greatest king of the Chalukyas. His accession to the throne in the year 609 CE, marks the beginning of

an important epoch in the history.
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The Chalukyas who remained until then as a local power, confined to Karnataka and Southern Maharashtra, spread over the

whole of the Deccan and became paramount sovereigns of the entire peninsula to the South of Vindhyas.

His Aihole inscription narrates his victorious campaigns



and of his great qualities. These included victories against the Kadambas of Banavasi, Alupas and Gangas of Mysore.

Dhurvinita the Ganga ruler accepted his overlord ship and even gave his daughter in marriage to Pulakesin II, and she

became the mother of Vikramaditya I.

The Latas, Malwas and Gurjaras also offered their submission to him because of their fear of Harshavardhana of Kanauj.

After this Pulakesin II defeated the rulers of Kosala, vishnukundins, Kalinga, Pistapura and the Banas of Rayalaseema too.

His greatest achievement was his victory over Harsha on the banks of river Narmada in 630 CE. Thus the river Narmada

became a border line between the two powerful empires.

This fact has been recorded in the Aihole Prasasti and also in the writings of Hieun Tsang.



The Chinese, Hiuen Tsang paid a visit to the Chalukya kingdom and was highly impressed by the power and efficiency of

the administration of Pulakesin II. Hiuen Tsang's description is quite useful in knowing the social and economic conditions of

the Chalukyas of Badami.



The present day Maharashtra, West coast, East coast of Andhra and Gujarat were included in his empire.

Pulakesin's first expedition against the Pallava kingdom, which was then ruled by Mahendravarman I was a complete

success & he annexed the northern part of the Pallava kingdom.



He again invaded the Pallavas, but the Pallavas now under Narasimhavarman I, defeated and killed Pulakesin II and

captured Badami.
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